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Abstract: Motion design (also called motion graphics) is an underdeveloped subject
within design education. Often taught as part of a separate elective course, housed in
a computer lab and taught by graduate students or adjunct faculty, this subject is
often associated with long planning hours, tedious software exercises, and inadequate
formal results. However, at Kent State University, we believe that motion design has
significant value for the design student's education and deserves integration into
design curriculum. Integration of motion into curriculum has exponential value: it
teaches systems thinking, research skills, and information design. We are entering an
exciting time in graphic design, when motion, interaction, and information are
merging to form innovative products and applications. An understanding and
familiarity with motion can help a designer anticipate movement and navigation
through an interactive space or a three-dimensional environment. Designers with a
clear understanding of motion can think in time and are prepared to clearly
communicate information in a way that is applicable to current technology. An
understanding of motion can broaden a designer's ability to draft scenarios,
prototypes, and visual representation of complex information to the client or
audience.
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Contextualizing teaching motion design

Introduction
A graphic designer's education has continued to grow increasingly complex. The
skills, knowledge, and requirements placed on young designers far exceed the credit
hour requirements for a bachelor's degree. Academic programs are forced to
encompass so much that educators often look for ways to highlight, focus, and collapse
information to offer students the most relevant learning outcomes in a reasonable
amount of time. Embracing motion as one of the core principles of design education
will serve the student long after the final project has been graded.
This area of design is often called motion graphics. Many educators and designers
regard this term as primitive because the word "graphics" limits the scope of our
profession. Graphics is just one element among many in motion design artifacts, and
this area of design is anything but simple. Motion graphics is complicated and in-depth,
which is why it lends so much to a design student's education. It is time to redefine and
rename motion graphics and embrace what it has to offer. In this article, I provide
many examples of how we expanded out curriculum in this way.
By using the scale of context devised by author and designer J. Christopher Jones
(Jones 1970, 31) in Design Methods, each project in the class I teach, Kinetic and
Sequential Design, increases in complexity through skill level but also approaches
context in a more complex manner. Contextually teaching motion design is a strategy
that explores the facts, motivations, circumstances, and the audience of a message,
going beyond traditionally abstract principles and delving into a framework that mimics
real-world problems that students may face as a designer.
As Professor Meredith Davis explains, “Design problems may be viewed at different
levels of complexity. Jones argues that the problems of post industrial society reside at
the levels of systems and communities, while our (design) methods are stalled at the
levels of component and products” (Davis 2012, 59). Our first project focuses on a
component—a word and how its motion defines the meaning. The next assignment
approaches the product level, embracing an entire motion sequence that must educate
the viewer. The third project is at the systems level, as it addresses interrelated
products as students design a television spot that must serve both the television
network, the film it advertises, and the audience. The final assignment approaches the
community level; it touches on interrelated systems, serving communication to a
specific audience and describing a motivational message meant to change behavior,
attitudes, and ideas.
To learn how to apply animation principles and motion, students are assigned three
separate intensive motion projects that focus on content, context, message, and
audience:




"How-to" lessons—Students incorporate still motion animation as a means to
learn editing, sequencing, and information structure.
TV spot—Student develop a TV spot in order to learn narrative, interpretation,
expressive typography, and basic audio integration.
Informational and persuasive messages—Students create messages and
develop research skills and authorship, and they learn information design
strategies.

As the above project examples demonstrate, the integration of motion into
curriculum has exponential value. Students are introduced to systems thinking,
research skills, prototyping, and information design. During this exciting time in graphic
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design, motion, interaction, and information are merging to form innovative new
products and applications. Preparing students to create in this format is not only
exciting but also professionally rewarding.

Redefining motion graphics
I was introduced to motion graphics during my junior year of design school at The
Ohio State University. In Professor Brian Stone’s type in motion class, we learned about
kinetic typographic principles and elements. Type became animated and emotional,
dancing with rhythm and synchronized with music. The project results were dramatic,
evocative, and lyrical and captured the attention of an audience.
Although my interest grew I noticed that many students dreaded the prospect of
completing an animation, finding it tedious and labor intensive, especially using the
software tools available at that time. I also noticed that many traditional designers
rejected this new format, preferring to work in print to create identities, posters,
brochures, and advertisements and had little need for exciting non-static elements,
such as speed, gravity, acceleration, pausing, or pacing.
Fast forward nearly a decade (during which the curious student became an assistant
professor) and I find myself teaching Kinetic and Sequential Design, focusing on motion
and the principles of animation, to sophomores, juniors, seniors, and graduate
students. I introduce students to the fundamentals of motion through a series of
lectures, projects, software tutorials, professional examples, and in-class exercises.
The more I teach and learn about this area of design, the stronger I advocate for
changing the term "motion graphics" to “motion design.” It is clear that this area
encompasses far more than the term "graphics" implies. Motion design integrates
graphics with typography, light, color, sound, and kinetic movement interwoven with
time. Messages are built through a sequence of events in which a message, feeling, or
idea is communicated. Many people would recognize motion design as a TV spot, film
title, or film trailer. In the book Graphic Design: The New Basics, by Ellen Lupton and
Jennifer Cole Phillips, time and motion are defined together. “Motion is a kind of
change, and change takes place in time. Motion can be implied as well as literal,
however. Artists have long sought ways to represent the movement of bodies and the
passage of time within the realm of static-two dimensional space. Time and motion are
considerations for all design work, from a multipage printed book, whose pages follow
each other in time to animations for film and television, which have literal duration”
(Lupton and Phillips 2008, 215).
Motion design's rich history began in the mid-1800s with the development of the
zoetrope and thaumatrope, optical toys for children. With influences rooted in early
photography, theater, and film, it has evolved with technology as its use continues to
spread. Motion is employed within interface designs, such as in the way icons on a
mobile phone function or in the way movements of a fingertip can initiate action on a
screen through gestures and touch. Motion can be a visual and reactive cue used in
interface designs, responsive environmental signage, games, and mobile devices.

Structure and learning objectives
In my introductory course in motion called Kinetic and Sequential Design, I aim to
expand students' visual vocabulary in time-based media and cover the elements of
motion, the role sound plays, and the integration of photography, video, and
animation. Students are introduced to the principles of animation, the picture plane,
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representation, time frames, semiotic representation, and storyboarding. We study the
application of motion design and how it is technically implemented. Students are
introduced to Adobe After Effects animation.
Students investigate where their messages will live and how they are created. We
look at the various uses for motion design through a situated lens: to educate and
inform, to entertain, and to persuade and motivate. Students move beyond the
creation of random motion and use motion as part of the message, not as an
afterthought. Students learn how to create time-based messages that communicate,
motivate, and evoke emotional responses with meaning. The goal is for students to
grasp how motion design can enhance visual form, communication, and meaning
through a richer, more memorable experience.
This course is structured into three projects that become increasingly complex with
each assignment. Expectations are outlined in class and through online handouts that
document the learning objectives, project rationale, requirements, and deliverables.
Students are given two to five weeks to complete a project, depending on the
complexity and nature of the assignment.

The role of strategy and process
An important aspect of the course is for students to learn a defined and
professional process, not just to create visually stimulating movies. Students are
required to present various artifacts from strategic points within their process before
turning in a final movie. They use these artifacts to establishing a visual reference for
their work, aiding them in finding the appropriate direction and communicating with a
client the vision and trajectory of the project. I use the following definitions to describe
each of these elements:






Storyboards—a visual representation of an animation panel by panel, similar to
a comic book. A storyboard is a series of pictures that shows how each shot in a
scene will be filmed. Storyboards are a common way to communicate a
sequence of events.
Style frames—“A style frame captures many of the graphic design elements
used throughout the project. The typography, colors, patterns, illustrations, and
photographs chosen for the project are often included” (Lupton and Phillips
2008, 228). A style frame is one key frame of the storyboard that describes how
the sequence will appear; it hints at transitions, camera angles, and
perspectives that will be included. A style frame allows motion designers to get
specific about formal details before moving forward with executing the
animation.
Motion tests—a short motion sequence that displays transitions and how
objects will move, generally short, lasting five to ten seconds. Motion tests help
young designers break their workload into manageable and less intimidating
segments of time.

Teaching technical aspects
Teaching motion design can be a technically intensive task, but there are many ways
to alleviate the stress. One strategy is to present students with short, in-class tutorials
that walk students through simple tasks in software chosen for that semester. We
currently use After Effects, iMovie, Quicktime Pro, and Flash. Tutorials are thirty
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minutes or less and are accompanied by short handouts showing screenshots of the
interface with each step.
In teaching about technical tools, using online references can save time and clarify
information. Lynda.com is a useful software video library with an expansive online
collection covering Adobe software. Instead of having a book, we have a class
subscription. Each student has his or her own login and password, and I assign video
tutorials for the students to view. An added bonus is that Lynda.com updates its
collection with each new release of software, so instructors no longer scramble to put
together new lessons when a new version of software is released.
I use a simple and flexible social networking site or blog as an online classroom
space (Figure 1). Ning supports participatory interaction and has capabilities similar to
Facebook, a platform with which most college students are familiar, and they quickly
adapt to the environment. Interaction and engagement are fluid, open, and simple.
Students can see activities, lectures, tutorials, examples, and assignments provided for
them.

Figure 1. Screeenshot of Ning interface, an online classroom. All online activity is documented
through this closed social networking site.

We also use Vimeo, a video portal website (Figure 2). Combining these two web
resources provides the perfect combination for class critiques and sharing of files, art,
process artifacts, and questions. Students use Vimeo to host their work and
disseminate to peers, potential clients, or employers. The Vimeo platform allows
students to build an online motion portfolio that they may easily integrate into their
personal web portfolio or blog.
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Figure 2. Student work posted on Vimeo by student, Chris Seeds.

Developing software comprehension through lowstakes exercises
Exercises and a warm-up project are used to introduce students to kinetic
movement, behaviors, reaction time, and animated compositions. These short projects
help students learn how to use technology tools without the pressure of focusing on
the aesthetics, formal qualities, and getting the “right” answer. These exercises are
brief—students spend no more than two hours on each—and ample in-class work time
is allotted.
Several exercises are hands-on and help students to think in motion and time
outside of the computer and software tools. For instance, one exercise has students
make a thaumatrope with two images that animate to create movement (Figure 3).
This simple project moves students off their computers and has them work with paper
and a simple transition. Students also create a flip book for another exercise in
preparation for animating in After Effects.
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Figure 3. Thaumatrope Exercise Recorded in Class

Other exercises focus on software mastery and comprehension. In one of the
exercises, Effects Defined, students learn how to use one After Effects “effect” by
researching the steps for application. Students may use references they find, software
books, the Internet, or Lynda.com. Students create a simple animated demonstration
of their chosen effect. They must create a handout that walks their classmates through
a basic demo. This aids the students by helping them to learn self-teaching techniques
for understanding and using the software independently. Students must be willing and
capable to teach themselves new software tools in order to be independent and
successful designers.
We also use in-class exercises as an opportunity to generate friendly competition
and gauge software aptitude. Students are asked to complete a software challenge
during class. Students are given a list of tasks. Most of the tasks are simple and have
been covered in class or through assigned tutorials. They may include sequencing
images, masking, adjusting opacity, kinetic movement, and transitioning a word on and
off screen. The final step is for students to render their movie and upload it onto
Vimeo. Students are given a limited amount of time to complete the challenge, and
bonus points are given to the first three students to complete the competition. These
exercises are useful because the students practice software skills they need, they are
encouraged to work together, and the professor can assess whether the students are
up to speed on their technical proficiency. These types of exercises replace test-based
assessment, which is inaccurate in measuring the skills of designers, who tend to be
problem solvers.

Class Projects
The course has three main assignments, each approaching motion design from a
different context and focusing on a specific graphic element. Projects have
independent learning goals that build on each other to create a scaffold-like learning
experience. Students are given about 4 to 5 weeks to complete each project.
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P ROJECT N O . 1: I NFORMATION T RANSLATED
The first assignment is called Information Translated and focuses on image.
Students are introduced to communication through a sequence of images by using stop
motion techniques. Students select a basic task or journey to communicate. Sample
topics include how to sew a simple pillow, how to change a tire, the journey to a coffee
shop, or the journey to work. These simple events and tasks are manageable and
straightforward, allowing students to focus on the communication and not on abstruse
details. The goal is for students to communicate through images, not typography,
learning how to show rather than tell the audience intricate details and specifics.
This project is split into two parts, a storyboard poster (Figure 4) and a sequence
built out of a series of images, either a stop motion or still frame animation (Figure 5).
Students focus on translating the information and consider color, hierarchy, shapes,
light, composition, and scale. They author original photography for this assignment and
demonstrate knowledge in basic editing, sequencing, framing, timing, and composing.
Typography is to be used minimally and treated as a secondary element to enhance the
message rather than being the focus.

Figure 4.“How to mount trucks to a skateboard” by Dan Ross. This poster shows the sequence of
images that will eventually become a short informational movie.
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Figure 5. “A Ruby Day” by Blake Ferguson. This project represents a narrative execution. It takes
us through a short moment of a person's life. We learn how he feels and we develop empathy for
this character.

P ROJECT N O . 2: N ARRATIVE T RANSLATION
The second assignment, Narrative Translation, is a narrative exploration that
focuses on structure, interpretation, voice, expressive typography, and basic audio
integration. Students learn to create and make emotional and compelling messages
while exploring typographic principles in time as a way to reveal a personal experience.
Students select a film from a list of classic titles. Most titles are dated, and often
students have not seen a single film from the list. Students are encouraged to pick a
film that is new to them so they begin their project free of preconceived ideas and
visual expectations. Students are assigned to watch the film and respond by writing a
critical analysis. This requires the students to reflect on the tone, style, underlying
moral, metaphors, and message. Students analyze the intended audience and select
two short monologues from the script.
The assignment is to advertise the film's re-release on American Movie Classics
(AMC). The sequence should hint at the story and give the audience a prelude to the
narrative and enticement to watch the film. The students are asked to consider how
they may enhance or reinforce the communication by the addition of design elements.
They are allowed to use excerpts from the film, art, graphics, or concepts as well as the
actual video content (Figures 6-8).
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Figure 6. “Memento” by Todd Wendorff. This spot focuses on intonation and transition and
delivers a powerful excerpt from the film.

Figure 7. “One Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest” by Clancy Pannell. This sequence resembles a music
video by combining modern music and film clips that share a common thread of mental
instability.
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Figure 8. “Scream” by Roxanne Kilbourne. This TV spot uses audio from the original film that
includes both sarcasm and comic overtones. This example is both memorable and inviting as it
draws our attention to the lighter side of the plot while representing the horror genre through
color, type, and pacing.

The students begin to consider the message beyond the software as they gain more
control in After Effects. By this point they have completed several demos and exercises,
and they are beginning to feel more confident in their work as their skills and
knowledge grow.
This assignment is particularly successful because students identify how systems
thinking can be applied to designing messages in motion. Students learn that a motion
design project is an elaborate sequence tied together by similar kinetic movements,
transitions, and typographic form, creating a unified message.
P ROJECT N O . 3: P ERSUASIVE I NFORMATION
The final assignment, Persuasive Information, focuses on information, authorship,
visualization, motivation, and persuasion. Students are asked to create a message that
persuades a viewer by selling a campaign message, a political idea, a debated topic, or
a public service announcement (Figures 9-10). Students are encouraged to develop
their own design voice and are required to author not just the visual aspects but also
the script. They must conduct research on their self-selected topic and record a unique
voiceover.
Because these messages are to be persuasive, students are encouraged to integrate
emotion into their messages. Motion graphics can be a powerful tool in persuasion,
communication, and motivation. The use of emotion is critical in motion graphics.
“Emotion is a necessary part of life, affecting how you feel, how you behave, and how
you think. Emotions make you smart. Without emotions your decision making ability
would be impaired. They work through neurochemicals that bathe particular brain
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centers and modify perception, decision making and behavior, changing the
parameters of thought ” (Norman 2004, 10).
Emotion affects our experiences, thoughts, and memories. Playing with emotion is
not only entertaining and fun but also educational; students learn how powerful their
designs can be in manipulating and changing the perceptions and thoughts of their
audience. The introduction of color can change the mood of a message. The use of a
voiceover creates a tone of decisiveness and authority. By incorporating music the gaps
and pauses in a message are unified, especially when soundtracked to animation. This
final assignment is challenging and allows students to flex their creative muscles as they
work with typography and information graphics to develop and direct a focused
message. Many students use this project to create a message that expresses a strong
personal belief or idea. Students often become passionate and highly knowledgeable
on their chosen subject matter. This assignment is an opportunity to explore ethical
message making and how the shape, voice, and tone of the message can change
opinions and ideas. It provides an excellent opportunity to discuss the responsibility of
designers to relate accurate and credible information that does not falsely represent a
one-sided opinion.

Figure 9. “The Importance of Educating Girls” by Khou Vue. Using a clear message paired with
elegant music and a childlike voice, this sequence explains a persuasive message.
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Figure 10. “Rethinking Measurements” by Ben Dansby. This project demonstrates the message
through motion and voiceover by overwhelming the viewer and visually representing the chaos of
the imperial measurement system.

Reflection & Analysis
In the past our students have struggled to move beyond the print form and static
interpretations of their design work. They avoided screen-based artifacts and most
went on to pursue a career focused on print. Our new motion curriculum has been in
place for over four years and since we have noticed the following shift:




An increased integration of motion and interaction into studio projects.
Enrollment in a senior level course in interaction design nearly tripled from
2009 to 2012.
Students now use storyboarding as part of their process to think through ideas.

Alumni and students were interviewed to gauge personal experience and value of
the curriculum as well as to understand how they apply these skills now as professional
designers. Amy Peck, an MFA graduate in 2012 and a design professor at Lakeland
Community College offered this perspective,
I found the coursework extremely valuable. The progression of projects made
sense and really built upon each other in complexity from the beginning of the
semester to the final project. I found myself wanting to use all that I had learned…
from stop-motion animation to camera/lighting effects and kinetic type. The main
reason I decided to go back to school and earn my MFA was to be able to teach
full-time at the college level, but I also went back so that I could learn more about
web and motion design, as they were two aspects of graphic design that I had not
been exposed to during my professional career.
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Students learn a different skill set, one unique to screen based design. Alex
McClelland, a 2012 graduate and now a designer for American Greetings explained,
“One of the main things I took away from the class was how crucial and effective the
order and timing of something can be in getting your message across.” Catherine
Zedell, a BFA senior scheduled to graduate in 2013 stated, “Kinetic and Sequential
challenged me to think in a different way. I had to think in terms of pacing and rhythm
as well as consider all the design principles.”
Eric Celedonia, a 2009 graduate and a mobile interface designer in Austin, Texas
described how it prepared him for his professional career,
Designing for motion was one of the most difficult and exciting challenges I had in
college. It got me to consider the full range possibilities of every element I added to
the screen. The skills I learned while using Flash and After Effects were huge
bonuses in my professional life. I was able to help marketing teams create
advertisements and pitches with motion graphics at my current job, as well as my
previous. It was certainly my greatest selling point when entering the mobile
design field. With no experience in mobile or software design, I was able to land
my job referencing the skills and portfolio pieces from I had gained from my kinetic
course work. Now I am able to apply these skills in my efforts to create unique user
experience that are both intuitive and entertaining.
We believe that the motion design curriculum at Kent State University is eminently
useful, and we have been honored with an invitation to exhibit student work in the
upcoming third edition of a motion textbook by Professor Jon Krasner of Fitchburg
State University, Motion Graphic Design: Applied History and Aesthetics. This
undergraduate text presents an aesthetic investigation into how design principles and
history can be applied to the field of motion graphics. Professor Krasner will feature
student work from our curriculum, showing still frames in print and video animation on
the companion DVD. The book is scheduled for publication in Spring 2013.

Conclusion
The skills students use in a motion design classroom are transferrable and
applicable throughout their careers. To be exposed to motion design gives young
designers a strong foundation in editing, storytelling, information design, authorship,
and informational structures. More specifically, these skills reinforce the students'
ability to use design to explain through a sequence.
At a basic level, students learn that motion messages should be built around a core
system unified by color, typography, style, voice, pacing, and rhythm. Their grid is
based on time, sequential relationships, and transitions. If the system fails it is
obvious—rather than communicate, the message distracts or annoys the viewer.
Motion design offers extremes. When it fails, it is like a car accident—we cannot help
but watch and cringe—and when it succeeds, we are compelled to watch and are
satisfied. Students learn to discern both extremes by dissecting examples in class.
Students learn about the motion system and how it is applied, and they compile
research through observation, by collecting secondary research, and they explore their
message through distinct stages in their visual development in the form of storyboards,
style frames, and motion tests.
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After this class, students were able to take animation principles and motion design
concepts and leverage them in diverse ways. They become more comfortable with
motion, sequence, and storytelling. Motion understanding broadens their ability and
range, enabling them to draft scenarios and prototypes to visually represent
information in layered sequences. Their understanding carried over to print-based
projects as they started to consider layers and flow in printed text, and began to
consider interactive text and image sequences in websites, TV spots and animated
information graphics.
In upper-level interaction design classes, students often apply stop motion to
explain difficult or complex ideas. Recently, a student used stop motion to describe the
context for a new iPad application that helps teenagers improve their nutrition through
game play, competition, and community sharing. He used stop motion to prototype a
scenario. His movie was meant to explain to a developer how he imagines the
interaction. If he were working with a team, he would be able to communicate to his
creative director and usability designer how the application should function, and
together they would be able to develop a unified vision for the project.
The ability of a designer to use motion design techniques to communicate ideas to
workplace team members will advance the development of new paradigms. For
example, a senior design student is using motion to describe an innovative concept for
advertising that would eliminate the need for a TV spot by taking product placement
and embedding it into video content on Hulu or Netflix. By using motion he can
describe the activity and show how it will work, what devices should be integrated, and
how screens will transition and relate. The design team will understand the new
concept before a single line of code has to be written.
Motion design skills prepare students for designing in the future and for the world
beyond print. Students will be capable of building messages and elaborate branding
structures and will be able to create systems of typographic form, message, and
delivery that move beyond the television screen and onto electronic paper, gestural
interfaces, and designs for the 21st century.
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